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Abstract: Air pollution in Chinese megacities has reached extremely hazardous levels, and human
activities are responsible for the emission or production of large amounts of particulate matter
(PM). In addition to PM from anthropogenic sources, natural phenomena, such as dust storms
over Asian deserts, may also emit large amounts of PM, which lead episodically to poor air quality
over Chinese megacities. In this paper, we quantify the degradation of air quality by dust over
Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai megacities using the three dimensions (3D) chemistry transport
model CHIMERE, which simulates dust emission and transport online. In the first part of our work,
we evaluate dust emissions using Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and
Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) satellite observations of aerosol optical depth,
respectively, in the visible and the thermal infrared over source areas. PM simulations were also
evaluated compared to surface monitoring stations. Then, mineral dust emissions and their impacts
on particle composition of several Chinese megacities were analyzed. Dust emissions and transport
over China were simulated during three years (2011, 2013 and 2015). Annual dust contributions to
the PM10 budget over Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai were evaluated respectively as 6.6%, 9.5% and
9.3%. Dust outbreaks largely contribute to poor air quality events during springtime. Indeed it was
found that dust significantly contribute for 22%, 52% and 43% of spring PM10 events (for Beijing,
Chengdu and Shanghai respectively).

Keywords: mineral dust; air quality; modeling

1. Introduction

Chinese atmospheric pollution is a major health problem with more than 82% of Chinese
population living in environment exceeding particulate matter (PM2.5) concentrations of 75µg m−3 [1]
(Chinese National Standard GB 3095-2012 for PM2.5 in an urban environment, 24H mean: 75µg m−3;
annual mean: 35µg m−3). During haze pollution events, PM2.5 levels have even exceeded 75µg m−3

in 74 China major cities (800 million inhabitants) for 69% of days in January 2013—reaching a daily
concentration of 772µg m−3 for PM2.5 [2]. A [3] recent study has aggregated chemical speciation
from several Chinese cities and report that particle’s composition is dominated by organic matter
(26.0%), sulfate (17.7%), mineral dust (11.8%), nitrate (9.8%), ammonium (6.6%) and elemental carbon
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(6.0%). The People’s Republic of China has seen its population exposed to strongly increasing pollution
levels until the first decade of the 21st century. As a consequence, daily sunshine duration has been
reduced [4] and premature mortality went up from 0.9 million in 2000 to more than 1.2 million (+33%)
in 2010 [5], while population increased only by 6% in the same time. Indeed, China has observed an
important growth in several economic sectors such as transport increasing from 24 millions vehicles in
2003 to 78 millions vehicles in 2010 [6], energy production with an increase of 250% between 2000 and
2010 [7], construction and other sectors. To lower anthropogenic pollutants emissions, China has
developed its environmental policy and tightened air quality standards, leading to a decrease of
PM2.5 after 2007 [8] or latter for some components, as of NOx after 2012 [9]. Besides, China comprises
extended arid areas, as the Taklimakan desert (270 × 103 km2), or the Gobi desert (1.3 × 106 km2) that
naturally emit PM. As a result, Chinese air pollution is a mix of pollutants that come from a multitude
of sources. Pollution sources will differently affect Chinese cities depending on their locations, their
geographical situations or their meteorological situations.

Mineral dust aerosol from deserts represents about 40% of total aerosol mass emitted each year
into the atmosphere [10]. Global dust emission estimates range from 1000 Mt year−1 to 5000 Mt
year−1 [11,12]. The authors of [11] compile several model studies and estimate a global emission
median value of 1572 Mt year−1. It is thus the most important aerosol component in term of mass
for the global atmosphere. Mineral dust aerosol is characterized by a very high spatial and temporal
variability, due to the episodic character of emission events associated to meteorological conditions like
surface wind speed, and surface characteristics like protrusion elements. Dust aerosols must also be
considered and study for their direct and indirect radiative impacts [13,14]. A previous study [15] has
estimated that Chinese and Mongolian annual desert dust emissions between 1996 and 2001 are 240 Mt
year−1 (+/−130 Mt year−1) contributing to between 10 to 25% of global dust emissions. For spring
time only, [16] found an emission of 252 Mt year−1. Mineral dust lifetime in the atmosphere can vary
from few hours to several days, [17,18] depending on meteorological conditions, and mineral dust
particles can impact air quality of Chinese cities. Thus, dust can be transported over large areas and
impact cities PM load: a one-year study, based on 2000, from [19] resulted in an annual dust average
in PM2.5 fraction of 13µg m−3 in Beijing and 7µg m−3 in Shanghai (corresponding to about 12% of
PM2.5 load in both cities). It shows high seasonal variability, with higher values in spring. In this
study, maximum daily means dust content reaches 40µg m−3 in Beijing and 30µg m−3 in Shanghai.
Recent studies have used Lagrangian modeling to determine the dust contribution to PM2.5 and PM10

in Chinese cities or study dust vertical diffusion and transport pathways [20,21]. Reference [20] has
simulated dust plume over East China region and focused on a case study in spring 2015 which shows
a large contribution of mineral elements to PM2.5 (34% of Ca2+). The authors of [21] consider that dust
plumes from Taklimakan are most commonly transported around 1.7 km above sea level.

In this work, we simulated mineral dust aerosol emissions from deserts and their transport across
China. From these simulations, mineral dust impact on particulate matter load in several Chinese
cities compared to anthropogenic pollution was studied. Three years were simulated (2011, 2013 and
2015) to study inter-annual variability and seasonal variations. In this study, we first evaluated the
accuracy of modeled dust emissions, using satellite Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) observations over
source regions, then, we evaluated the regional simulated PM concentration with in situ measurements.
Finally, the model capacity to represent PM chemical speciation on a daily basis and during several
years allowed us to investigate the part of dust to PM average and peak burdens in several cities.
It was also possible to determine dust burden from each desert area for each studied city. The results
depend on the model ability to reproduce as correctly as possible for a long-term period the various
geophysical processes that control Chinese cities air quality, from mineral dust emissions, transport to
anthropogenic pollutants modeling. Thus, the CHIMERE model allows us to propose quantitative
results and study the frequencies of pollution events controlled by dust transported to Chinese
megacities, which brings additional information to the existing literature.
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Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai are respectively the 2nd, 6th and 1st most populated cities
in China, with 22.5, 14.5 and 24.5 million of inhabitants. These three cities also present different
geographic situations, Beijing is located in Northern China (39◦54′13′′ N; 116◦23′15′′ E), Chengdu in
Central China (30◦39′00′′ N; 104◦04′00′′ E) and Shanghai in Eastern China (31◦13′56′′ N; 121◦28′09′′ E).
Beijing and Shanghai are in a similar monsoon system, with strong rainfall within summer season.
Chengdu is located in a basin surrounded by plateau and high mountains (Tianshan, Qinling to the
north) and climate, especially wind, is more continental and quite different. This induces different
exposure to mineral dust pollution from sources mainly located in Western and Northern China (Cities
location displayed later in the document). This choice is similar to cities selection made in previous
work which reviewed observations of PM composition for representative Chinese megacities [22].

In Section 2, the paper first presents the material and method used in the study. Model and
observations are described, then evaluation methods are explained. In Section 3, results are presented,
starting with the characterization of mineral dust emissions, and then evaluating its contribution to
urban particle pollution for the selected cities. Section 4 gives conclusions.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. The CHIMERE Chemistry Transport Model

In this work, we used the CHIMERE 3D regional chemistry transport model (CTM) ([23,24],
2014b version) run over a 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ regular grid. The domain is chosen large enough to
include the Taklimakan desert on the West, Japan on the East and China’s northern and southern
territories (72◦30′ E–145◦ E; 17◦30′ N–55◦ N, simulation domain is displayed Figure 2). The domain
is composed by 290 (longitude) × 150 (latitude) grid cells and 17 vertical layers, from the ground to
200 hPa. Vertical layer thicknesses are increasing with altitude, 8 layers lie within the first 2 km of
altitude. Advection is resolved using the Van Leer [25] second-order slope-limited transport scheme.
Meteorological forcing is generated by ECMWF-IFS meteorological forecasts [26] and then interpolated
to hourly resolution.

In our simulations, aerosols were distributed into 10 size-classes (also denoted as bins),
from 0.05µm to 40µm. 6 bins that correspond to PM2.5, 2 bins describe PM between 2.5µm and
10µm and finally 2 describe PM coarser than 10µm. The model’s AOD is calculated using a Fast-J
photolysis scheme [27] and considering optical properties (Mie scattering, absorption) for each bin and
each aerosols species.

2.1.1. Anthropogenic and Biogenic Aerosols Modeling

EDGAR-HTAP V2.2 emission inventories [28] based on 2010 were used to generate anthropogenic
emissions (gaseous species and particulate matter). NOx and SO2 emissions for 2013 and 2015
have been derived from remote sensing observation (SO2 and NOx columns from OMI instrument),
with a method used and evaluated in [29], leading to decreases of 37% (SO2) and 21% (NOx) between
2011 and 2015, similar to recent inventory trends [30]. Biogenic emissions are generated by the
MEGAN-v2 model [31]. Climatological boundary and initial conditions for dust are obtained from the
GOCART global model [17] and from the LMDZ-INCA global model for others species [32,33].

Composition and phase state of inorganic aerosol is tabulated by using the ISORROPIA V2006
module [34]. It calculates the partitioning of NH3(g)/NH+

4(p), HNO3(g)/NO−3(p), and H2SO4(p)/

HSO−4(p)/NO−3(p), from the initial gaseous and particulate precursors content and meteorological
conditions (temperature, relative humidity). Organic and inorganic species gas-phase chemistry is
described with the reduced MELCHIOR2 mechanism [35], and the equilibrium for organic species
between gas and particle phase is calculated using [36,37].

In this study, PM chemical speciation is divided into 8 different species (from 13 in our simulations):
Dust (only representing the desert and natural fraction), NH+

4(p) (ammonium), SO2−
4 (sulfate), NO−3(p)

(nitrate), AMPP (Anthropogenic Mineral Primary Particulate matter—including soil dust emitted
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from anthropogenic activities such as construction), OM (primary and secondary Organic Matter from
biogenic and anthropogenic sources) , BC (Black Carbon) and SALT (sea salt).

2.1.2. Mineral Dust Aerosol Modeling

The CHIMERE model dust modeling was evaluated in a multi model comparison on Northern
Chinese areas [38]. In this study, CHIMERE is the only model used and evaluate without need in
tuning dust concentrations and which showed good performances.

Mineral dust emissions are a threshold phenomenon, which occurs when the wind friction
force exercised on soil particle aggregates is higher than forces maintaining these aggregates on the
ground. When a threshold wind friction velocity is exceeded, the wind kinetic energy will mobilize soil
aggregates into a horizontal flux, a process called saltation. During saltation, soil aggregates go rolling
along the surface, and then, shocks between aggregates and soil will liberate fine soil material from
aggregates, in a process called sandblasting. The dust emission calculation requires a soil properties
database (roughness length, texture and soil aggregates size distribution) as developed in [39] for
China. Saltation fluxes are defined in [40] and calculated as follows (Equation (1)):

Fh(Dp) =
KρairU∗3

g

(
1− U∗t

U∗

)(
1 +

U∗t
U∗

)2

(1)

where U∗ is the friction wind speed, U∗t is the threshold friction wind speed, calculated following
Marticorena and Bergametti (1995). K is constant with value equal to 1, ρair is the air density and the
gravitational acceleration g = 9.8 m s−2.

The sandblasting process and vertical emission fluxes were calculated in CHIMERE from a
parameterization by [41], which calculates the emission fluxes for a given aerosol size distribution,
following Equation (2) [40]:

F(v,m,i)(Dp) =
Nclass

∑
k=1

πρpβpi(Dp,k)d3
m,i

6ei
dFh(Dp) (2)

where Nclass corresponds to the intervals of soil size distribution, pi the relative fraction corresponding
to Nclass, ei is individual kinetic energy of aggregate, ρp is particle density and β an acceleration
constant. We incorporated an optimization of emissions modeling, by adding a criterion on
meteorological conditions. When the precipitation rate (inquired by ECMWF) is greater than 0.01 kg
m−2 h−1, we assume an increase of binding energies in the soil that will inhibit the dust emissions for
the next two hours.

Three dust size-distribution parameterizations based on a physical description of the emission
processes are commonly used in models: [41–44], these parameterizations have been validated on a
reduced set of data and the simulation of the dust size distribution remains uncertain mainly due to
our ability to document correctly the soil properties at the emissions. The multi model evaluation [38]
study included CHIMERE model with [41,43] parameterizations; finally the parameterization [41] was
retained for their multi model comparison, due to better results. In our simulations [41,45] was used,
about 15% of dust emissions were distributed into PM2.5 (similar as [46]), 61% were distributed into
the coarse fraction of PM10 excluding PM2.5 (PM2.5/PM10 = 0.20), finally, 24% were distributed into a
PM fraction with a diameter larger 10µm, a fraction, which is not always considered [47]. This slightly
differs from the 9.8% distribution proposed by [43,47,48] for the mass distributed into the PM2.5

which might results to higher AOD at 550 nm close to source regions (AOD at that wavelength being
particularly sensitive to particles between 0.5–1µm [49]). However, even if the chosen parameterization
impacts the PM2.5/PM10 ratio, the study mainly focus on the PM10 fraction (76% of total mass emitted
in our case). The main issue to the PM2.5,dust/PM10,dust distribution is finally the difference of transport
behavior between the 2 particle range sizes, as the PM2.5,dust fraction is most efficiently transported—the
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ratio increases to 0.32, 0.25 and 0.34 for Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai respectively—which might
induce an overestimation of PM10,dust mass.

CHIMERE model and modules are described in details in the model documentation.
In our study, simulations were performed for 2011, 2013 and 2015, to study inter annual variability

of dust emissions. The years 2011 and 2013 were chosen because numerous dust events have been
observed for those years [50,51]. However, these years were not abnormally high in total dust emissions
from deserts [52] or in mineral dust detected in cities [53].

2.1.3. Method to Determine Dust Origins in Cities

To determine the contribution of each area to dust load in target cities, we successively inhibited
dust emissions from the various arid areas to tag dust desert origin (Equation (3)).

Contribution(n,i,t) =
(dust)(0,i,t) − (dust)(n,i,t)

(dust)(0,i,t)
(3)

where (dust)(0) represents the baseline simulation in which emissions are included for all areas,
n indicates computed simulations while inhibiting arid areas emissions, i pixel locations and t timestep.
Simulations have been performed inhibiting one area at a time, and an additional simulation has been
conducted by removing dust coming from outside the domain (i.e., boundary conditions) to evaluate
their impact. This method will lead to some error in deposition process modeling, because deposition
processes are non linear, depend on multiple factors such as meteorology, interactions between
particles and soils with different types and properties [54,55]. The resulting underestimation for the
dust concentration of 9% for Beijing, 8% for Chengdu and 13% for Shanghai and is considered as
still acceptable.

2.2. AOD Data Set and Its Use for Model Evaluation

Satellite based information from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
instrument, based on the NASA Terra satellite, was used to evaluate simulated dust emissions, as in [56].
The MODIS AOD product was largely used to study particulate pollution and decently compared to
other AOD products as AERONET or MISR [52]. The MODIS instrument provides a global sampling of
the Earth once a day, passing around 10:30 a.m. at local time. It provides information on atmospheric
column content as a combined Dark Target and Deep Blue 550 nm AOD product, on a 1◦ × 1◦ resolution
grid. Additionally, we compared AODs derived at 10µm from thermal infrared measurements of
the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) onboard the MetOp-A satellite (overpass
at 09:30 a.m. local time) with those calculated from simulated dust distributions by CHIMERE ([57],
using a Mie code and Asian dust refractive indexes from). IASI-derived AODs in the thermal infrared
are estimated with the newly-developed AEROIASI retrieval approach ([58,59], version 2). We used
CHIMERE simulations at 10:00 a.m. local time for the comparisons of AODs derived by both MODIS
and IASI.

We first focused on dust emissions areas, to evaluate the simulated emissions. We verified that
changes brought by dust emission inhibition by rainfall have improved correspondences between
MODIS and CHIMERE AODs. For the 4 arid sub regions, AOD is mostly controlled by mineral
dust, as mineral dust emissions represent more than 90% of the mass of total pollutant emissions for
these regions.

The large dust emitting areas were divided into 4 regions (Figure 1) and compared to MODIS
observations: the so-called Taklimakan desert area, which includes Taklimakan, the Kumtaq desert
and the Qaidam desert; the Gobi desert, mainly situated over Mongolia; the Gurban desert,
situated between the Taklimakan and Gobi desert; the last and smallest area, which is also the closest to
China’s biggest cities, contains several Chinese deserts (Tengger desert, Ulan Buh desert, Qubqi desert
and Mu Us sandy land) and is called hereafter the Northern China desert. This separation of arid

https://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/chimere/docs/CHIMEREdoc2014b.pdf
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areas into smaller areas allows for a finer comparison between model and observations and a better
analysis of dust variability; indeed the heterogeneity (especially in terms of emission frequencies)
between each arid sub region is very important. The delimited sub-regions contain most of dust
emissions, in our case, ∼98% of total dust emissions. The sub regions are different with respect to
their emission/surface ratio (Table 1). Taklimakan is the main dust source region with 1 460 × 103 km2.
The Northern China desert region is the smallest area (260 × 103 km2), but is located closer to China
East coast, and then to densely populated areas. The Mongolian Gobi desert is the largest area (1630 ×
103 km2), but is split into two areas, the Gurban Tunggut desert (211 × 103 km2; Called Gurban desert
hereafter) and the main part of the Mongolian Gobi desert (1104 × 103 km2). It was necessary to split
up the Mongolian Gobi Desert, as the temporality in dust emissions for the considered sub domains
was different. Statistical results are presented in Table 2.

Figure 1. (a) Mean annual dust emissions from the main arid areas in Asia, simulated with CHIMERE
for 2011, 2013 and 2015, in t cell−1. (b) Monthly emissions for the main arid areas in Mt.

The AERONET network (AErosol RObotic NETwork, aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov last consulted
09/30/2018) distributes observations of AOD for several wavelengths, and Ångström coefficients,
with an hourly resolution for 2011, 2013 and 2015 in Beijing. Ångström coefficients provide information
on particle size distribution in the atmospheric column, and can be calculated from AOD measurements
at several wavelengths. Larger particles are characterized by lower Ångström coefficients and
vice-versa. A value below 0.4 characterizes coarse particles such as dust [60].

Table 1. Mineral dust emissions from the different source regions, annual average calculated from 2011,
2013 ad 2015 simulations. Last column indicates the proportion of mineral dust emitted during the 5%
and 20% strongest emitting days.

Areas
Mean Emissions

(Mt year−1)/
Contribution

Standard
dev. (Mt)

Emis/Surf
(10−3 t km−2)

% of Mass Emitted
in 5%/20%

Strongest Days

Taklimakan desert 198 Mt/70% 15 Mt 135 62%/94%
Mongolian G. desert 65 Mt/23% 7 Mt 50 53%/90%
Northern C. desert 18 Mt/ 7% 6 Mt 71 82%/99%
Total domain 283 Mt/- 28 Mt - 54%/87%

2.3. Surface Measurements Data Set and Comparison Methods

CHIMERE PM modeling in populated areas was also evaluated against PM2.5 and PM10

measurements from background stations close to cities, during spring periods and full years. We first
wanted to assure that CHIMERE correctly models particulate pollution levels and variability in Beijing,
Chengdu and Shanghai.

A comparison between model and hourly measurements from Chinese monitoring was performed
from PM2.5 and PM10 spring season for 2013 (March–April) and 2015 (March–April–May). We focused

aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov
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our comparisons on these periods, because of data availability and because the dust impact was
expected to be the strongest in spring. PM measurements are from TEOM instruments [61].

We first used a method to evaluate the representativeness of monitoring stations, from [62] which
uses the relative diurnal variability of SO2 or O3, in order to evaluate if the considered stations were
representative of rural, suburban, urban or traffic environment. This was motivated by the need to
compare model simulations to monitoring stations with a coherent spatial resolution representativeness
and in our case, stations near sources are not eligible. Based on [62] method results, the Beijing,
Chengdu and Shanghai stations are located in a rural environment.

Additionally, similar information is also available for an other 30 stations located in a rural
environment and 3 located in a suburban environment, located in 21 different cities. These stations
were used to evaluate model performances on various areas, but the results are not detailed. Station
locations can be found in Figure S5 (in the supplementary section).

Model versus measurement comparisons were conducted on an hourly basis, sampling model
output depending on measurements’ availability. Simulated model concentrations are bi-linearly
interpolated at stations’ coordinates.

We also used data from the U.S. Embassy and consulates over 3 cities (e.g., in Beijing, Chengdu
and Shanghai, in urban background environment) to evaluate the PM2.5 correspondences over a
larger period (2011, 2013 and 2015). PM2.5 is measured on an hourly basis with a MetOne BAM 1020
instrument [63]. It has to be noted that 2011 measurements are available only for Beijing. Comparison
methods applied are the same as for previous comparisons, but daily values are calculated from hourly
data depending on measurements availability, and compared.

Statistical results of comparisons, such as normalized bias, Normalized Root Mean Square Error
(NRMSE) and correlation mean are presented in Tables 3 and 4 for spring seasons in 2011, 2013 and
2015 and in Figure S2 (in supplement).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Dust Emissions and Evaluation

3.1.1. Mineral Dust Emissions and Seasonality

Dust emissions yearly means for each desert areas are displayed in Table 1 and Figure 1a.
The Taklimakan desert is the main dust source region with 198 Mt year−1 emissions. We simulated
18.5 Mt year−1 dust emissions from the Northern China Desert (71× 10−3 t km−2). From the Mongolian
Gobi desert 65.2 Mt year−1 were emitted (50 × 10−3 t km−2). On average, total emissions reach about
283 Mt year−1, with 51% of mass emitted within spring season, 31% emitted in summer, 12% emitted
in fall and about 6% emitted in winter (Figure 1b). A result close to [11], who indicate a median
value of 294 Mt year−1 for Asia (standard deviation: 253 Mt year−1), obtained from an ensemble
with 15 models. Lower results were obtained in [15,64] with values respectively of 242 Mt (1996–2001
average; σ = 131 Mt) and 213 Mt (2006 and 2010 average). The CHIMERE dust spatial distribution also
fits results found in more recent study as [65].

Dust emissions can strongly vary from one year to another: for 2011, 2013 and 2015 respectively
321, 255 and 274 Mt were emitted each year, which makes a 66 Mt difference between the highest
and lowest value (23% of annual mean emissions). Compared to yearly emissions from (294 Mt,
242 Mt, 213 Mt [11,15,65]), we concluded that 2011 emissions are slightly higher than mean values for
emissions, but 2013 and 2015 represent average years.

Mean spring emissions for the three selected years are 145 Mt, slightly higher than in [66] with
120 Mt (1960–2003 average), and lower than in [15] with values respectively of 182 Mt (1996–2001
average).

Table 1 presents the percent of dust emitted from the deserts during the 5% highest emitting
days. For the Mongolian Gobi desert and the Northern China desert more than 80% of total dust mass
is emitted during these days, which indicates intensive, but infrequent events. For the Taklimakan
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desert and the Gurban desert, more than 50% of mass is emitted during this subset of high emitting
days, which still implies intense emissions events but with also more regular mineral dust emissions
according to study of [15].

Figure 2 presents CHIMERE dust related 550 nm AOD over China (from ground to 200 hPa),
for each season and, calculated from an 2011, 2013 and 2015 average. The largest AODdust values
near emissions areas occur during spring, and are efficiently transported over China and overseas
(Figure 2). During summer season (Figure 2) AOD values over deserts are still high, but transport
to Eastern China is not pronounced. This is due to particular meteorological conditions during the
summer monsoon season, with high rainfall and southerly winds unfavorable for advection of dust
to Eastern China. For winter and fall season, modeled dust emissions are low, and thus dust related
AODs are low over emissions areas.

Figure 2. CHIMERE seasonal 550 nm Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) associated to dust aerosols for
Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall. Beijing (B), Chengdu (C) and Shanghai (S) locations are indicated on
Winter map. Red lines on Winter map indicate 39.5◦ and 31.0◦ latitudes.

3.1.2. CHIMERE AOD Evaluation in Dust Emission Source Areas

Comparisons of CHIMERE AOD against MODIS AOD are gathered in Table 2, the table shows
the temporal correspondences (day per day comparison of AOD values). We proceed to a comparison
over the different areas for 2011, 2013 and 2015. Daily comparisons were conducted, calculating
daily mean AOD for each sub domain with MODIS and CHIMERE outputs, filtering model data
depending on MODIS pixels data availability. A daily sub-domain average value was accepted if at
least 40% of MODIS data were available. Statistical information was calculated on time series (Bias(%),
NRMSE(%) and Pearson correlation coefficient (r)) to estimate correspondences between model and
satellite observations.

Table 2. Temporal correspondences between CHIMERE 550 nm AOD and MODIS 550 nm AOD,
for 2011, 2013 and 2015 over main arid areas. NRMSE is the Normalized Root Mean Square Error. r is
the correlation coefficient. n indicates number of daily mean value for sub domain.

Areas Bias (%) NRMSE (%) r n

Taklimakan desert +50% 159% 0.74 1014
Mongolian Gobi desert −31% 60% 0.51 897
Gurban desert +64% 161% 0.54 937
Northern China desert −10% 65% 0.66 862

Figure S1 (in supplements) represents the 550 nm AOD spatial distributions in a 1◦ × 1◦ resolution
for 2011, 2013 and 2015, as measured by the MODIS instrument and modeled by CHIMERE. Statistical
results for AODs spatial distribution comparisons are resumed in Table S1 (in the supplementary
section). A similar spatial pattern between simulation and observations can be noted corresponding to
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a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.68. For most of the grid cells, CHIMERE AOD underestimates
MODIS values (bias = −40%), excepted over Taklimakan and Gurban desert areas, where AOD
are overestimated (bias = +50% and +64% respectively). Thus, this overestimation could partly be
induced by an excessive distribution of mineral dust mass into PM2.5.

Indeed, CHIMERE AOD mainly overestimates MODIS AOD for the two most dust emitting areas,
but a good daily correlation is obtained (Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.74 for Taklimakan and
r = 0.54 for the Gurban desert). This statement is also verified for the Mongolian Gobi desert and
the Northern Desert (r = 0.51 and r = 0.66 respectively). These correlations show that the model
reproduces at least part of the dust emissions events in a correct timing.

Comparisons for 2011, 2013 and 2015 separately have shown similar results for 2011 and 2013.
As for Taklimakan example Pearson correlation coefficients equal r2011 = 0.76 ; r2013 = 0.77 bias
equal +59% and +51%. In 2015, Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.69 and bias equals +39%. The same
variability is found for Northern China desert area. For Mongolian Gobi desert, slightly more variability
is found between the three years, as for Mongolian Gobi desert area, Pearson correlation coefficient
equal r2011 = 0.60, r2013 = 0.41 and r2015 = 0.50, nonetheless bias is quite stable (−35%, −27% and
−30%). A similar variability is found for the Gurban desert area.

Additional information is gained from AEROIASI retrieval, deriving AOD at 10µm. CHIMERE
AOD for dust at 10µm was calculated to compare with an additional independent instrument
particularly sensitive to the coarse fraction of aerosols. In this analysis only focusing on dust, we have
evaluated the model ability to simulate the occurrence of dust events (with AODs larger than 0.2).
Frequencies (in %) of daily dust 10µm exceeding 0.2 in AEROIASI and CHIMERE are displayed
on Figure 3, covering 2011, 2013 and 2015 period (used here for model evaluation, but not as a
climatology). The AOD threshold is most likely to be exceeded in desert areas and both retrieval and
model highlighted the same patterns. Similarly, as in the MODIS comparison, the Mongolian Gobi
desert frequencies are underestimated and Taklimakan frequencies are slightly overestimated but
well reproduced.

Figure 3. (left) AEROIASI Frequency (%) of daily dust 10µm AOD > 0.2. (right) CHIMERE Frequency
(%) of daily dust 10µm AOD > 0.2. Frequencies are calculated over daily value for 2011, 2013 and 2015.

An additional comparison has been done between AEROIASI and CHIMERE AOD with the
same criteria as done for the MODIS vs CHIMERE comparison. Similar results have been found for
the Taklimakan area (r = 0.75, n = 945, NRMSE = 134%) with the notable exception for the bias
(bias = 9%), which is rather small and much lower than the bias with respect to MODIS AOD at
550 nm. Distinctly of the 550 nm AOD, the 10µm AOD is mostly controlled by the coarser fraction of
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dust aerosol. This aspect provides reliability on the amounts of dust simulated by CHIMERE, since
most of its mass corresponds to the coarse fraction of aerosols (85% of dust mass correspond to particle
larger than 2.5µm, q.v. Section 2.1).

3.1.3. Dust Vertical Dispersion

Over the Taklimakan area (39.5◦ of latitude), CHIMERE simulations shows desert dust vertically
transported up 4 and 8 km of altitude depending on the season, with a a marked vertical gradient
between the surface and the upper layers (see Figure 4 1st row). Such vertical distribution of dust with
a marked gradient over several kilometers is consistent with a climatology (2007–2015) of desert dust
vertical distribution over this area [67], done with measurements form the CALIOP instrument ([68,69],
Cloud Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization). However, dust plume transport appears to be
more vertically spread in CHIMERE simulations than in the CALIOP climatology in which dust
do not reach altitude higher than 6 km, while in CHIMERE simulations they can reach 10 km of
altitude. This excessive spreading in vertical transport modeling has already been observed for
simulation of volcanoes plumes [24,70,71], and it is a point which requires improvement (e.g., vertical
transport scheme or vertical resolution). As a consequence, mineral dust plume is transported over the
Himalayas (2nd row, 31.0◦ of latitude) a path that is not observed in [67] and pollutant in plume can
be excessively diffused, leading to low concentrations.

3.2. Dust Contribution to Urban Chinese Particle Pollution

3.2.1. Evaluation of PM Concentration Modeling

CHIMERE simulation results compared to measurements for PM10 and PM2.5 during 2013 and
2015 springs are displayed in Table 3. A model evaluation with surface measurements is necessary
to quantify model skills and limits. As China is a large country with various pollution sources
(anthropogenic or naturals), evaluation of surface concentrations is necessary to determine which cities
present lower uncertainties in the available database to afterwards evaluate the impact of dust on PM
load. PM content is underestimated in eastern and north—western areas, but slightly overestimated
over central and southern China compared to measurements. Also, in these areas, NRMSE is smaller
than over northern areas. The PM2.5 daily variation is better represented than PM10, with higher
Pearson correlation coefficients.

Mean, normalized bias, NRMSE and correlation are presented in Table 3, for three selected cities.
Normalized mean errors were calculated for PM2.5 and PM10, estimated respectively to 21% and 31%.
The authors of [72] suggest to evaluate PM modeling performances based on mean fractional bias and
error statistical indicators, expressed as in Equations (4) and (5) respectively:

MFB =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Cm − Co)

(Co + Cm/2)
(4)

MFE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

|Cm − Co|
(Co + Cm/2)

(5)

where Cm is the CHIMERE estimated concentration at i station, Co the measured concentration at
station i, and N the number of available stations for the considered time period. The authors of [72]
suggest that model performances for PM is fairly good for the considered period if MFB is lower than
0.3 and MFE lower than 0.5. Both criteria are met for PM2.5(−0.002 and 0.14) and PM10(−0.21 and 0.24)
for MFB and MFE respectively (MFE and MFB values are calculated on all stations available in the
dataset see Section 2.3).
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Figure 4. CHIMERE dust concentration vertical profiles longitude cut for winter (1st column),
spring (2nd column), summer (3rd column) and fall (4th column). 1st row shows profiles for 39.5◦

latitude, 2nd row shows profiles for 31.0◦ latitude. Altitudes are calculated compared to sea level.
All figures are produced with 2011, 2013 and 2015 data. Beijing is identified on 1st row by the brown
vertical line, Chengdu is identified on 2nd row by the black vertical line and Shanghai is identified on
2nd row by the red vertical line. Transect latitudes are displayed on Figure 2.

Table 3. CHIMERE Model PM10 and PM2.5 comparisons to hourly measurements from monitoring
stations for springs 2013 and 2015. n indicates number of hourly measurements.

Stations Meas Mean Bias (%) NRMSE (%) r n

Beijing PM10 120.7µg m−3 −26% 73% 0.47 2921
Chengdu PM10 165.1µg m−3 −10% 67% 0.69 3533
Shanghai PM10 85.9µg m−3 +5% 47% 0.69 2704

Beijing PM2.5 77.3µg m−3 −6% 57% 0.77 3556
Chengdu PM2.5 82.5µg m−3 +23% 64% 0.69 3648
Shanghai PM2.5 54.6µg m−3 +19% 55% 0.69 3341

We then evaluated PM2.5 over 2011, 2013 and 2015 for the three selected cities, from US embassy
data. CHIMERE vs US embassy PM2.5 comparisons results for 2011, 2013 and 2015 are shown in Table 4.
Daily time series for Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai are displayed in Figure S2 (in supplement). 2011
measurements are available only for the Beijing station. The highest annual mean PM2.5 is observed
in Beijing (92.2µg m−3), and the lowest in Shanghai (55.3µg m−3). Measurements show for all of the
three stations a seasonal cycle, with highest pollution levels in winter and lowest pollution levels
in summer. It was observed in available time series that Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai exceed
Chinese standard for daily PM2.5 (75µg m−3; Ambient Air Quality Standards—National Standard
GB 3095-2012) respectively on 47%, 43% and 21% of available days. The daily PM2.5 variability is
correctly represented in CHIMERE with Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.75, 0.72 and 0.76 in
Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai respectively. CHIMERE simulated PM2.5 overestimates measurements
values, particularly in Chengdu (+52%). Differences between measurements and simulations are larger
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in 2015, maybe because of a decreasing pollution trend not completely reproduced by 2010 based
inventories [29]. CHIMERE also satisfies PM2.5 modeling performance goals as suggested by [72],
with a MFB and MFE of 0.19 for the three stations for the considered period.

Table 4. CHIMERE model PM2.5 comparison to daily measurements from monitoring stations for 2011,
2013 and 2015. n indicates number of daily mean measurements.

Stations Meas Mean Bias (%) NRMSE (%) r n

Beijing PM2.5 94.2µg m−3 +19% 61% 0.75 1085
Chengdu PM2.5 83.8µg m−3 +52% 69% 0.72 687
Shanghai PM2.5 55.3µg m−3 +24% 57% 0.76 723

3.2.2. Dust Contribution to Cities’ Air Pollution and Dust Origin

Figure S4 (in the supplementary section) presents PM10 and respective dust contributions for 2011,
2013 and 2015 spring seasons to PM10. As dust emissions present high variability (2015 emissions are
25% lower than 2011 emissions), dust impact to populated areas is also varying causing a significant
change of dust contribution in Beijing (from 25% in 2011 to 16% in 2015), Chengdu (24% to 18%) and
Shanghai (21% to 14%). It also can be noted that absolute PM10 values decrease between 2011 and 2015.

Figure 5 shows the monthly variability of dust contributions to PM10 in three Chinese cities,
Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai. The specific desert mineral dust is originating from is also displayed
on Figure 5.

Figure 5. Dust contribution to PM10 pollution in Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai—Monthly variation
calculated from 2011, 2013 and 2015 simulations. Ring plots show annual and spring contributors to
PM10 (bottom) and dust origin area (top) for the three cities. White dots variations in monthly PM10

concentrations for the three cities.

It can be observed for the three cities that the highest daily PM10 levels are reached during winter,
and the lowest ones during spring (for Beijing) or summer (Shanghai and Chengdu). Amplitudes for
these daily values are smaller for Shanghai, ranging from 60µg m−3 to 160µg m−3 than for Beijing and
Chengdu, ranging between 90µg m−3 to 250µg m−3. These values are particularly high compared to
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Chinese National Standard GB 3095-2012 for PM10 in an urban environment, i.e., 24 h mean: 150µg m−3

and annual mean: 70µg m−3.
Seasonal differences can be explained by meteorological parameters, as winter presents

low temperature, low atmospheric dispersion and low rainfall frequencies and on the contrary,
summer presents higher temperature, thicker boundary layer and mainly, during monsoon,
higher rainfall. Anthropogenic pollutant emissions slightly increase during winter, but not with
as much amplitude as PM concentrations.

The mineral dust contribution to PM10 mean computed for 2011, 2013 and 2015 is 6.6%, 9.5% and
9.3% respectively for Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai. It can be observed that mineral dust has its
highest impact on PM concentrations during spring (with contribution to PM10 for Beijing, Chengdu
and Shanghai of 18.9%, 24.1% and 18.3% respectively). The authors of [73], using source apportionment
for spring 2009 calculated a dust contribution to PM2.5 up to 15% in Chengdu, which is similar
to CHIMERE dust contribution to PM2.5, of 12.5% (and 24.1% for PM10). For all cities, a smaller
contribution of dust during fall and almost no contribution during winter and summer were simulated.
As little emissions are observed during winter from desert areas (5% of annual total), it was expected to
have limited contribution to PM10 for this season. The summer period differs, as even if dust emissions
are large, only small impact from dust is observed, as already observed in Figure 4 on the distribution
of dust related AOD. Summer in China is a particular season, with high rainfall frequencies over East
China, because of monsoon. It is likely that atmospheric aerosols will be deposited because of rainfall,
before reaching populated areas. Also, southerly monsoon winds are not prone for advecting dust
from western to eastern China.

Also, the Ångström median for spring decreases of 10% compared to annual Ångström at the
Beijing AERONET station, from 1.19 to 1.07, showing a higher contribution of coarse particulate to
pollution during spring. On the opposite, we note highest Ångström values (1.27) in winter which
indicate a larger contribution to finer particulate matter in the atmospheric column. This result is
consistent with CHIMERE simulations, with Ångström equal to 0.91 during spring and Ångström
equal to 1.32 for winter.

It can also be observed that dust origins are similar for Shanghai and Beijing, with mineral dust
coming from all of the main dust areas in equivalent proportions. Results are different for Chengdu,
localized in central China, with more than 50% of mineral dust coming from Taklimakan, and less
impact from Gobi and Northern China deserts than for Beijing and Shanghai. These results show
that all considered desert areas have an impact on cities pollution: even if 70% of dust in our model
is emitted from Taklimakan, it will represents less than 30% of the dust in Shanghai and Beijing,
and about 50% in Chengdu. For these first two cities, the Gobi and Gurban deserts are the largest
contributors (about 40%).

Dust load in Chinese cities origin has already been investigated, mostly using
retro-trajectories [74,75], the use of a tagging method from numerical computing provide an
additional way to determine dust origins. Using retro-trajectories, the study [75] estimates for
Chengdu’s 2013 winter that for 2 days out 90, air pollution is controlled by air masses coming from
Xinjiang region (mineral dust from Taklimakan source area )—a statement similar to the very low
contribution found for this season in our results as a consequence of mineral dust low emissions.

3.2.3. PM Chemical Composition and Comparison to Observations

Table S2 presents the CHIMERE simulated PM10 composition in Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai.
For the three cities, the main contributor is anthropogenic mineral primary particular (AMPP). Nitrates
(NO−3(p)) are second highest contributor, in Beijing and Shanghai, and 4th in Chengdu. In the three

cities, ammonium (NH+
4(p)) contributions are similar, but acid-base balances for nitrates and sulfate

(SO2−
4(p)) are different for Chengdu, compared to Shanghai and Beijing, with more sulfate and acidity

in Chengdu. Organic matter (OM, includes POA and SOA) is the third contributor in Beijing and
Chengdu, and the fourth contributor in Shanghai to PM10. BC in the three cities corresponds to around
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6% of PM10 pollution. In addition, sea salt presents a little contribution of 3.3% to Shanghai PM10. It
can be noted that evaluating particles components in CHIMERE over China would be of great interest
but it is beyond the scope of this paper.

As a consequence, the previous analysis has to be considered as a preliminary semi-quantitative
analysis. Here, we will briefly discuss, how our model results correspond to results from observational
studies [76–78] even if measurement periods do not exactly correspond. Contributions comparisons
are condensed in Table 5 for an easier reading.

Table 5. CHIMERE contribution compared to bibliography.

Considered Species CHIMERE Reference City

BC ⊂ PM2.5 6.4% 5%; [76] Beijing
OM ⊂ PM2.5 16.0% 20%; [76] Beijing
NH+

4(p) ⊂ PM2.5 10.5% 10%; [76] Beijing
NO−3(p) ⊂ PM2.5 23.8% 15%; [76] Beijing

SO2−
4(p) ⊂ PM2.5 11.2% 15%; [76] Beijing

Dust ⊂ PM2.5 2.9% 7.5%; [76] Beijing

SO2−
4(p) ⊂ PM2.5 21.3% 17%; [77] Chengdu

SO2−
4(p) ⊂ PM10 17.5% 17%; [77] Chengdu

NO−3(p) ⊂ PM2.5 12.9% 10%; [77] Chengdu
NO−3(p) ⊂ PM10 10.0% 10%; [77] Chengdu

SO2−
4(p) ⊂ PM2.5 14.6% 21.7%; [78] Shanghai

NO−3(p) ⊂ PM2.5 19.6% 19.6%; [78] Shanghai
NH+

4(p) ⊂ PM2.5 10.4% 12.7%; [78] Shanghai
OM ⊂ PM2.5 11.1% 20.2%; [78] Shanghai

The authors of [76] study Beijing’s PM2.5 annual trends and chemical speciation between 2000
and 2015. Considering 2011, 2013 and 2015 observations, the study presents close results to CHIMERE
in Beijing for PM2.5 speciation, with 5% of BC (against 6.4%), 20% of OM (against 16%), 10% of NH+

4(p)

(against 10.5%). Results differ slightly between NO−3(p)/SO2−
4(p) balance, with about 15% of each in the

measures, against 23.8%/11.2% in CHIMERE. Dust represents 7.5% of PM2.5 load but is measured as
“Soil dust” also includes road and construction dust in addition to mineral desert dust (2.9% in model).

The authors of [77] present Chengdu PM pollution chemical speciation between 2007 and 2013,
with its seasonal variability. An increase of NO−3(p) between 2007 and 2013 when a decrease of SO2−

4(p) is

observed which is also observed in our simulations (2011 to 2015) and better described in [29]. SO2−
4(p)

abundances for both PM2.5 and PM10 range around 17% (for 2011 and 2013) which is quite similar to
modeled abundances (respectively 21.3% and 17.4%). NO−3(p) contributions for PM2.5 and PM10 range
around 10%, when CHIMERE modeled, respectively, 12.9% and 10.0%. Al, Si and Ca represent together
about 20% of total PM, with maximum contribution in spring, but this does include anthropogenic
and natural crustal elements and cannot be directly compared to our modeling results of desert dust.

The authors of [78] sampled Shanghai PM2.5 pollution composition from 2011 to 2013. Results
for Shanghai are quite similar to those observed in Beijing, with an underestimation of SO2−

4(p) (14.6%

against 21.7%) and OM (11.1% against 20.2%) but good correspondences for NO−3(p) (19.6% against

19.6%) and NH+
4(p) (10.4% against 12.7%).

3.2.4. Daily Variability of PM10 Component Concentrations

PM10 components daily concentration distributions for Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai are
displayed in Figure 6. Median values for dust concentrations correspond to few micrograms only,
in the three cities, which rank it as one of lowest contributors to PM10 pollution in our simulations, as it
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has been also observed in Table S2, with mean concentration contributions. The additional information
provided in the Figure 6 is the daily variability of each component, and it appears that dust presents
the largest variability and in the three cities, the highest daily concentration among PM10 components
is due to dust (i.e., reaching 400µg m−3, 540µg m−3 and 350µg m−3 respectively for Beijing, Chengdu
and Shanghai). This particular aspect follows dust emissions dynamics, very localized in time (q.v.
Table 1, 5th column), and responsible of very strong pollution events. Thus, it is judicious to focus on
dust contribution to PM pollution events in cities rather than the average impact of dust, and this is
the key point of our work, exploiting the most original CHIMERE model abilities.

Figure 6. Boxplot distribution for simulated daily concentrations (1095 days considered) of species
contributing to PM10. (left) Beijing (center) Chengdu and (right) Shanghai. Model species correspond
to: Dust (only representing the desert and natural fraction), NH+

4(p) (ammonium), SO2−
4 (sulfate),

NO−3(p) (nitrate), AMPP (Anthropogenic Mineral Primary Particulate matter—including soil dust
emitted from anthropogenic activities such as construction), OM (primary and secondary Organic
Matter, BC (Black Carbon), from biogenic and anthropogenic sources) and SALT (sea salt). Chinese
and WHO standards for daily PM10 have been added to evaluate the frequency of overshoot for
each species.

3.2.5. Dust Contribution during High Pollution Episodes

From Figure 7 and also Table 6 it can be observed for the whole period, that mineral dust is a
minor contributor to PM10 and even more to PM2.5 concentrations. For instance, for most of the days
(between 70% to 75%) for the three cities, the dust contribution to PM10 is below 10% (Figure 7), only for
7.2% to 11.0% of days, dust it is more than 25%. When studying the 25% most strongly polluted days,
dust have slightly larger contributions for Chengdu and Shanghai, but not for Beijing. For the first two
cities, this means that the dust presence is correlated with pollution events, although it is generally not
dominant. On the contrary, for Beijing, PM pollution events occur during winter due to anthropogenic
sources, and dust has only little impact on air pollution for this season.
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Figure 7. (a) Percentage of days when dust contributes between 0–10%, 10–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%
and 75–100% to daily PM10 averages; (b) same as (a), but for spring only; (c) Same as (a), but for the
25% of most polluted days only (in terms of PM10 level); (d) Same as for (c), but for spring only.

If we focus now on spring season, we can identify a larger impact from mineral dust to cities
PM pollution, an impact which gets even stronger when selecting the 25% most polluted PM10 days.
During spring, PM10 pollution events can frequently be affected by dust in addition to anthropogenic
PM pollution sources: the dust contribution is higher than 25% for 22% of days for Beijing, as much as
52% for Chengdu and 43% for Shanghai. To a lesser extent, mineral dust is implied to PM2.5 events
(Fraction of 9% for Beijing, 19% for Chengdu and 14% for Shanghai).

Additional information from the AERONET station located in Beijing (see Figure S3 in
supplements) shows that the fraction of days with Ångström coefficients below 0.4 (which characterizes
a dominant dust contribution to the PM column) is nearly a factor of 2 larger for spring than for the rest
of the year. The same increase is observed from simulated Ångström coefficients. In addition, for the
25% of days with the largest AOD values, the Beijing AERONET station shows a larger fraction of
days with an Ångström coefficient below 0.4:0.04 for all seasons, and 0.08 for spring only. These values
are somewhat higher than in CHIMERE (respectively 0.02 and 0.06). As a conclusion, also for AOD,
the dust contribution is for most of the days not dominant.
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Table 6. Fraction of days when the dust contributions to daily PM2.5 or PM10 are at least 25%.
These values were calculated for Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai, and for various samples: all days in
2011, 2013 and 2015, only for the spring season, for days with the largest pollution (in terms of PM2.5

and PM10 respectively), for these latter days, but only during spring. As an example the table reads as
follows: For Chengdu, during the 25% most polluted days in spring 2011, 2013 and 2015, 52% of days
displayed dust contributions larger than 25%. P75,Year/P75,Spring indicates the PM10 75th percentiles
value. They are threshold values, above which a day is considered as one of the 25% most polluted
days. pol. days stands for “polluted days”, with [PMx] > P75,PMx . F.o.d stands for “Fraction of days”.

Cities and
Species

Days Year−1/
Days Spring−1

with Dust
contrib.> 25%

(Year/Spring)
F.o.d with Dust
contrib.> 25%

P75,Year/
P75,Spring
(µg m−3)

(Year/Spring)pol. days
F.o.d with Dust
contrib.> 25%

Beijing PM2.5 7.3/7.3 0.02/0.08 144/97 0.02/0.09
Beijing PM10 25.5/16.4 0.07/0.18 185/123 0.04/0.22
Chengdu PM2.5 14.6/10.1 0.04/0.11 150/128 0.05/0.19
Chengdu PM10 40.1/28.3 0.11/0.31 206/183 0.14/0.52
Shanghai PM2.5 10.9/04.5 0.03/0.05 94/84 0.06/0.14
Shanghai PM10 29.2/17.3 0.08/0.19 122/112 0.15/0.43

4. Conclusions

In this study, we aimed at evaluating the impact of mineral dust on air quality in three Chinese
megacities with the regional CHIMERE CTM. Modeled dust emissions average 283 Mt year−1,
with about 70% emitted from Taklimakan area, 23% emitted from the Gobi desert and 6.5% emitted
from Northern China desert. MODIS information was used to validate correspondences between
CHIMERE AOD and satellite AOD variation, and results appeared to be satisfying, which allows
us to then study the dust contribution to cities’ air pollution. It has been chosen to focus on Beijing,
Chengdu and Shanghai, because of their large population and different geographical locations with
respect to emission zones. We have estimated the impact of dust on cities’ air pollution: we found
average contributions of 10µg m−3 (6.6%), 17µg m−3 (9.5%) and 9µg m−3 (9.3%) to PM10 in Beijing,
Chengdu and Shanghai respectively. These values values must be taken into account while evaluating
Chinese cities air quality, as they represent a significant burden for the cities air quality in regards to
the annual WHO threshold of 20µg m−3. The dust contribution is highly seasonally dependent,
with highest contributions during spring, when contributions to PM10 reach 22µg m−3 (18.9%),
37.0µg m−3 (24.1%) and 12µg m−3 (18.3%). In Beijing and Shanghai, dust is advected rather equally
from all main Chinese deserts, while in Chengdu, it originates mainly from the Taklimakan desert.
Analysis for days with enhanced PM10 pollution (above the 75th percentile) especially in the spring
season shows that dust is often a main contributor (dust contribution larger than 25%) during PM10

polluted days especially in the spring season: this holds at 22% of the days for Beijing, 52% for
Chengdu and 43% for Shanghai. Considering all seasons, the impact on polluted events is smaller,
especially during winter, when particulate matter pollution mostly originates from anthropogenic
sources. Finally, if mineral dust do not represent a predominant source compared to anthropogenic
pollutant on average, mineral dust alone leads to an exceedance of the daily WHO threshold for
PM10 (50µg m−3) in Bejing for 10 days per year, 29 days per year in Chengdu and 13 days per year in
Shanghai.

In the future, dust vertical transport modeling should be investigated more deeply and compared
to products which contains information on vertical dispersion (CALIOP [69], AEROIASI [59]).
In addition, updated emissions inventories should be used and SOA modeling should be improved
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annual composition for Bejing, Chengdu and Shanghai. Figure S2: Daily PM2.5 time series for monitoring stations
and CHIMERE simulations. Figure S3: Daily Ångström coefficient distribution at Beijing station. Figure S4: PM10
simulated surface concentration. Figure S5: PM station locations.
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